The first International Symposium on the System of Radiological Protection, held in October 2011 near Washington, D.C., was a great success, attracting approximately 400 participants from 35 countries. Feedback from participants was very positive, some commenting that it was one of the best such events they had ever attended.

With this success, ICRP is now planning a second international symposium. It will be held in Abu Dhabi October 22-24, 2013. Abu Dhabi is well situated, half-way between Europe and Asia, with many international flights arriving daily to both Abu Dhabi and nearby Dubai.

Attending **ICRP 2013**, the second International Symposium on Radiological Protection, is a must for radiological protection professionals worldwide. It is an opportunity to hear about ICRP’s recommendations and work-in-progress directly from ICRP members, to have your views on this work heard, and to network with ICRP members and radiological protection colleagues from all parts of the world.

The IAEA International Conference on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources will be held in Abu Dhabi October 27-31, 2013, making attendance at both events convenient.

**ICRP 2013** is made possible in large part due to the support of the UAE Federal Authority for Nuclear Regulation. Should your organisation also be interested in supporting **ICRP 2013** please contact ICRP Scientific Secretary Christopher Clement at sci.sec@icrp.org.

Watch [www.icrp.org](http://www.icrp.org) for more information.